
 
 
 
Why You should fill and Submit Form 6 
 

1. To get a Photo Voter ID card generated for the First Time (new voters) 
 

2. For Transfer of Voter Registration from one Assembly Constituency to another one; 
e.g. From a constituency in Nagpur to a constituency in Pune. 
[Must mention old reg details in Declaration section of Form-6.  
Also in this case, you need to Attach a Photostat of the old Election ID card] 

 

 

Supporting Documents 

1. Supporting documents should be Attested by Gazetted officer/SDM/Corporator/Notary 

 

2. Photo ID proof : The Photostat copies of following documents can be used for this purpose –  

Passport/PANcard/Driving License/Ration card 

 

3. Residence Proof : The Photostat copies of any of the following documents can be used for this purpose  

First Preference 

a. Bank/Kisan/PostOffice Pass book Or  

b. Ration Card/Passport/IT-Tax Assessment Order Or  

c. Latest Water/Telephone/Electricity/Gas Connection Bill for the address either in the name of the applicant or 

that of his immediate relation (parents/children/spouse) Or  

If you do not have any of the First Preference Docs, then you can instead submit one of the below docs - Second 

Preference 

a. Notarized Rent Agreement copy in case of tenant. 

b. Address Proof Letter given by the employer 

 

Last Option: As a last option you can use this- 

Postal Department’s posts received in the applicant’s name at given address. This means that you can just ask a 

friend to send you normal letter via post box/ post office. Once you get this letter you can use that envelope 

(Having Stamp of Postal department) as Residence proof. As with all the other documents, you should get it 

attested by Notary 

 

4. Old Election ID card: Only people who want to transfer their Voter Registration from an old location to a constituency 

in Pune will need to submit a photocopy of this document. 

 

 

Instruction to Fill Form 6 

The Sample Filled up Form (document is attached with this mail) will help you to understand how to fill most of the fields. 

In some fields you might still get a doubt, so it is described here. 

 

1. Name of the Constituency:  

Pune City has 11 Assembly Level Constituencies. These are 

205-Chinchwad  206-Pimpri  207-Bhosari  208-VadgaonSheri  209-Shivajinagar 

210-Kothrud  211-Khadakwasala  212-Parvati 213-Hadapsar   214-Pune Cantonment      215-

Kasba Peth 

 

You need to find the constituency inside which your house is situated. You can use the attached document ‘Pune 

Constituency Areas’ to find your constituency. Or you can use the Constituency maps. 

 

Maps are available for only 6 of the 11 constituencies. They are attached with this mail in the zipped folder “Map for 

Pune Constituencies”.  



 

It is preferable to fill this field. 

But if you are not sure even after looking at the maps then just leave that field as blank. 

The election commission’s office will fill it. 

  

2. Name & Surname: In the cell for ‘Surname’ only one word i.e. the Surname should be written. The rest of the name 

should all be written in the cell for ‘Name’. Example given below – 

Full Name Name Surname 

Rohit Sharma Rohit Sharma 

Sachin Ramesh Tendulkar Sachin Ramesh Tendulkar 

Gaurav Kumar Bhavani Chopra Gaurav Kumar Bhavani Chopra 

 

 

3. Place of Birth: Specify the Village/Town, District and State in the given cells. 

 
4. Father’s Name 

Mother’s 
   Husband’s 

In case of a Male Applicant either the Father’s or Mother’s name is to be mentioned 

In case of an Unmarried Female Applicant either the Father’s or Mother’s name is to be mentioned 

 

In case of a Married Female Applicant the husband’s name is to be mentioned 

  


